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+ EDITORIAL

Gilles Asenjo
President

Stephane Latxague
CEO

Dear Surfrider members, partners, and supporters,
Thanks to your support, Surfrider continues to celebrate victories year
after year in our annual report. Here are just a few of the key achievements
for the year 2017: taxes on plastic bags in several European countries,
total ban on plastic bags in the Brussels-Capitol Region, firm sentencing
for sea-polluting ferry the Carthage, a pledge from 48 countries for more
environmentally friendly maritime transport, and a ban on all fossil fuel
research and production in France. Despite our successes, we must not
forget the mounting strains that threaten our oceans and our coastlines,
such as rising sea levels, coastal artificialisation, plastic waste, and ocean
acidification.
All the while, it is becoming harder and harder for an organization like
ours to strengthen our actions, our effectiveness, and our impact as major
changes in the social context have altered the structure of our economic models. Public subsidies are smaller, associations cannot access the
financial tools of the social and solidarity economy, and European funding
procedures are constraining and at times confusing.
Nonetheless, Surfrider Foundation Europe has been facing this situation
head on, launching an internal restructuring plan, as you will read about
in this report. We have also been designing a strategy to develop our
economic model so as to strengthen our financial position, all while
reinforcing our credibility and the legitimacy of our actions.
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+ EDITORIAL

To this end, our Board of Directors has decided to launch a multi-annual
investment programme aimed at finding and mobilising new members
and supporters, which will help make our voice heard and bring long-term
stability to our financial management.
This is where it all begins. This letter is a call on all European citizens who
feel concerned, but who have not yet knocked on our door. Join Surfrider to
be at our side for our fights today as well as tomorrow to save our oceans
and our coastlines. We need to drastically reduce plastic waste, fight
climate change and confront its consequences, fight pollution and the
degradation of our oceans, our beaches, and our waves. None of this
is possible without you.
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I
marine
litter

Hundreds of thousands of tonnes of waste are thrown
in lakes and rivers every year. It ends up in oceans and
eventually on our beaches. Surfrider’s Ocean Initiatives spread awareness of this issue. Much of this waste
remains in the ocean, often forming garbage patches.
No litter is the best litter, which is why we campaign
year-round throughout Europe to fight against the overconsumption and overproduction of plastic, especially
when it comes to single-use plastics, such as plastic
bags and bottles.
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+ CAMPAIGNS WITHIN FRANCE

RIVERINE INPUT MOVING TO THE MEDITERRANEAN
Riverine Input is a scientific protocol that was started in 2013 to identify and quantify the
pathways by which litter enters the ocean. We monitor the litter of a given catchment area,
from the spring to the river mouth, in order to understand the origins of this litter. Our
goal is to monitor input of pollutants as well as to propose solutions to local authorities in
order to reduce marine litter.
The project was first carried out on the Adour river and was brought this year to the Var
River, which drains into the Mediterranean. The protocol will next be implemented in
Pas-de-Calais in the north of France. The information collected helps us identify the most
common types of litter so that we can come up with concrete measures to clean up our
rivers and oceans. Over 150 volunteers came out to help Riverine Input in 2017 to collect
and sort marine litter.
Surfrider Foundation Europe is now positioned as an expert on this issue after publishing
a scientific paper in the Journal of Marine Science and Engineering, “Monitoring Litter
Inputs from the Adour River (Southwest France) to the Marine Environment”. This is a
great example of the interest in and recognition of Surfrider projects on the part of experts
and the scientific community.
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LIFE LEMA
The LIFE LEMA project, funded by the
European Union (EU), began in 2016 with
the aim of providing local authorities with
a methodology as well as smart tools
for effective management of floating
marine litter in the Bay of Biscay on the
west coast of France. 2017 was the year
in which waste collections were launched,
and litter quantification and classification
were implemented. This pilot test of the
protocol, conceived as part of LIFE LEMA,
was carried out aboard the Mater museum
ship near Getaria, Spain. The project will
last three years, collecting and analysing
over a hundred tonnes of waste. Surfrider
contributes to LIFE LEMA by working on
raising awareness and integrating participatory science, calling on citizens,
boaters, and fishermen.

LA ROCHELLE CHAPTER PRESENT
AT THE MINI-TRANSAT LA BOULANGÈRE
International yacht race Mini-Transat La Boulangère was an opportunity for volunteers from
our La Rochelle chapter to raise awareness on marine litter among 760 students and
82 skippers. Each skipper went home with an eco-citizen kit featuring Surfrider campaigns
Reset Your Habits (against plastic bottles) and Ban the Bag (against plastic bags). The
event was open to the public, and a Surfrider stand was open for the whole week of the event.
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OCEAN INITIATIVES
According to data from the European Environment Agency, ten million tonnes of waste end
up in our oceans every year, part of which washes up on our beaches. Ocean Initiatives
are not just about collecting litter on beaches and rivers. They are a way of raising public
awareness on the presence and origins of plastic waste in the nature environment. Ocean
Initiatives is also a means for collecting data through participatory science. In 2017 alone,
43,624 volunteers participated in 1,148 collections across 15 European countries.
Waste-to-energy initiatives and waste recycling were also made easier via a smartphone
application, which organisers and volunteers helped make easier and more enjoyable to
use. We also improved the way we showcase the result of waste collections on the Ocean
Initiatives website, so that organisers and volunteers can easily measure the impact of their
actions.

RESET YOUR HABITS: SAY NO TO PLASTIC BOTTLES
The plastic waste generated by the use of
plastic bottles every year in Europe is equivalent to 100 Eiffel Towers. That’s why Surfrider
launched Reset Your Habits, a campaign to
inform and raise awareness among the general public, and to offer solutions on the issue
of plastic bottles. The campaign took place
over three key parts of the year:
• May-June 2017: we raised public awareness using infographics on our learning
platform Ocean Campus, and with inserts in
mainstream media, water sports magazines,
and the environmental press.
• July-August 2017: we created videos on
social media to encourage the use of reusable
canteens rather than continually buying bottled water.
• October-November 2017: we created
videos showing where to find drinking water
to refill reusable bottles.
Overall, Reset Your Habits impacted over 2 million people in Europe. The first year of
implementation of this European campaign was a success. The campaign will carry on in
2018 with the same goals, but it will be aimed at the institutional level.
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BAN THE BAG CAMPAIGNS
“ENOUGH EXCUSES” AND “PLASTIC ADDICT”*
Plastic bags are used on average for about twenty minutes before being thrown away to
wreak havoc on our oceans. It’s time to put an end to the old excuses, “they’re cheaper”,
“our clients want plastic bags”, etc, which is why Surfrider made a video compiling the most
commonly heard excuses. Though Italy and France banned plastic bags in 2011 and 2016
respectively, major steps have yet to be taken in many other European countries.
For the European Week for Waste Reduction, Surfrider put out a test to assess users’
addictions to plastic bags, intending to make people realize how massively overused they
are. It was a nice and humorous way of bringing awareness to this crisis. The campaign was
hugely successful across social media.

CHAPTER SPOTLIGHT: NORTH GERMANY
During the European Week for Waste Reduction, the volunteers of the North Germany
branch toured city shops to raise awareness of how the single-use plastic bag impacts the
environment. Thanks to these volunteers and the work they did, which included distributing
“Ban the Bag” tote bags to promote alternatives to plastic bags, around a hundred shops
were reached.
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CAMPAIGNING FOR ZERO PLASTICS IN COSMETICS
Used for their exfoliating properties, microplastics are added to our everyday products
without discretion in the form of plastic microbeads. Due to waves and UV light, this plastic
breaks down in the water system, such that they are thought to amount to 92.4% of the total
plastic waste in our oceans. These microplastics are then swallowed by marine species and
build up in the food chain.
Surfrider continues the fight against plastic microbeads in cosmetics with a three-pronged
approach in 2017:
•
Incite consumers to change their purchasing habits by creating informative content
such as blog articles, infographics, and video tutorials on how to make zero-waste
toiletries.
•
Incite companies to change their methods of production, for example with the
“Beat the microbead” app, which informs consumers about which products do and
do not contain microbeads. Cataloguing such products also fosters company compliance, as does providing a “zero plastic inside” label for products which do not
contain microplastics.
•
Incite European policy makers to continue to build on existing regulation. Surfrider
has joined the “Break Free From Plastic” and “Rethink Plastic” alliances, cooperating
with other NGOs who are fighting plastic pollution in order to influence European regulation.
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LIU BOLIN CAMOUFLAGES HIMSELF AGAINST A BACKDROP OF RUBBISH
Internationally-recognized Chinese artist Liu Bolin, known to many as the “human chameleon”, made himself vanish from the Surfrider Foundation Europe’s headquarters on 11
June 2017. The performance was public and streamed live to more than 10,000 people on
Facebook and near 5,000 on Youtube. Surfrider’s Art Campus in the city of Biarritz in the
southwest of France worked with local elementary school students to make the event
possible. The event raised awareness about the issue of marine debris to tens of thousands
of people. In the words of Liu Bolin himself: “ We ask too much of nature and environment.
Our desires dictate too often our behaviours. But we will soon realize how little we are in front
of the huge issues that lie ahead. [...] How to harmonize the relationship between humans
and their environment? It’s possible to question and find concrete answers through art.”
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EDUCATIONAL CARAVANS
For this itinerant environmental education
programme, Surfrider crews sail the length of
rivers, following the pathways that waste
travels down the catchments of various rivers
before emptying into the ocean. For its fourth
year, four different caravans sailed four rivers
in three different countries: the Rivers Seine
(FR), Garonne (FR), Turia (ES), and Elbe (DE).
This is also the opportunity to attend conferences, screenings, debates, Ocean Initiatives,
and educative workshops with schools.
The project included 70 local organisations
and over 1,400 people participated.

SURFRIDER BEACH TOUR: ECOFRIENDLY BEHAVIOURS ON THE BEACH
The goal of the Surfrider Beach Tour is to
show holidaymakers ecofriendly behaviours,
both for their own health as well as for the
environment. During the month of July, 2017,
four events were held in four different French
cities: Cannes, La Grande-Motte, Hendaye,
and Arcachon. At each event, Surfrider teams
lead workshops on the beach, offering an educative, participative, and interactive activities.
Some 2,500 holidaymakers in total participated over the course of nine days of the
Beach Tour.
The Beach Tour also took to the internet to
reach a larger audience, hosting a challenge to
participants on social media. Surfrider outlined
five ecofriendly behaviours for participants to
adopt, and likewise invited them to offer their
own tips by using the hashtag #oceandetox.
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II
C o a s ta l
development
a n d c l i m at e
change

Coasts and shorelines naturally change every year
due to phenomena such as erosion or coastal flooding. The impacts of these are compounded by the
indirect consequences of human activity, namely climate change, rising sea levels and temperatures, and
extreme weather events. The rise of coastalisation also
sees human activity impacting coastal development.
Surfrider Foundation Europe wants to foster dialogue
between companies, citizens, and communities in order
to guarantee that development projects are compatible
with coastal areas, their heritage, and the challenges
of tomorrow.
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MARBELLA BEACH: KEEPERS OF THE COAST CAMPAIGN
Forming part of Surfrider’s DNA, the Keepers of the Coast programme lets anyone report
environmental harm and degradation of our coasts. These may include issues concerning
marine debris, quality of the water, coastal cultural heritage, coastal artificialisation, and
maritime transport and infrastructure. Anyone can become a whistle-blower and act with
the full support of the Keepers of the Coast.
2017 Victory: Plage Marbella, a beach in Biarritz, France. After members sounded the
alarm about a coastal development project between the Marbella and Côtes des Basques
beaches in Biarritz, Surfrider Foundation Europe along with our Basque-coast chapter,
Surfrider Côte Basque, got together with local players. Two citizen action groups, SOS
Biarritz and Sauvons Marbella, are also actively engaged in protecting this beach. The
development project has since been modified and seems better adapted to the different
functions of this strip of coastline. Surfrider continues to follow the project and monitor its
developments closely.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION AND RENEWABLE OCEAN ENERGY
2017 was the year Surfrider Foundation Europe concluded its research on public consultation processes, particularly those concerning Renewable Ocean Energy (ROE) projects.
Surfrider wants to improve things at the practical level as well as at the institutional level.
Not only do companies and the general public need concrete tools to facilitate dialogue on
coastal development projects, but local and European authorities must also be encouraged
to engage in public consultation with their citizens.
These concrete tools, to be communicated in 2018, aim to facilitate the dialogue between
the different players in order to avoid recourse to years of legal action. An open, considerate
and transparent dialogue is the sole guarantee for ROE technologies to be integrated
successfully. Nowadays, these technologies represent an essential component of the energy
transition away from fossil fuels and a major strategic move in the fight against the disruptive effects of global warming on our oceans, our ecosystems, and their functions.
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OUR OCEAN CONFERENCE
Surfrider Foundation Europe participated in the international Our Ocean Conference, hosted
by the European Commission in Malta on 5 and 6 October. Heads of state, ministers, NGOs,
companies and engaged citizens convened for a series of conferences and debates on
the protection and preservation of our oceans. The goal was to get actors to announce
commitments to protecting the marine environment.
Surfrider took the floor to announce and defend three of commitments:
•
The promotion of a label for sustainable maritime transport by 2025
•
The Reset Your Habits campaign (cf. page 9)
•
The LIFE LEMA project (cf. page 8)
In anticipation of the Our Ocean Conference, the coalition Rethink Plastic, co-created by
Surfrider, organized an Ocean Initiative on Belgium’s Ostend Beach with EU members of
staff in May. The aim was to raise awareness among decisionmakers, businesses and civil
society about worsening plastic pollution and the need to take early action by changing our
consumption of plastic. Thanks to this day of action, Surfrider brought the voice of the
ocean to the highest European level as well as to the international public.
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ONE PLANET SUMMIT: GOVERNMENTS AWAKENED
TO THE REALITIES OF MARITIME TRANSPORT
Nearly 90% of the world’s freight shipping
travels by sea. Although maritime transport
pollutes less than land or air transport, 9.1 billion tonnes of goods ship each year—that’s
289 tonnes per second!—with nearly 50,000
ships trading internationally every day.
These ships account for 3% of the world’s carbon emissions, and this number could rise to
17% by 2050. What’s more, maritime transport
contributes to ocean acidification and can furthermore alter ecosystems by carrying invasive
species from one ocean to another. Forty-eight
states, including France, Germany, Belgium,
Slovenia, and the Marshall Islands have committed themselves to measures aimed directly
at the shipping sector, thereby reaffirming their
commitment to one of the central aims of the
Paris Agreement: keeping the global temperature rise under 2°C. This is a start and, for
Surfrider Foundation Europe, a great victory after years of fighting to put the issue of maritime
transport on the international agenda.

HYDROCARBON ACT: FRANCE SETS AN EXAMPLE
The French parliament adopted, on its final reading, a bill to phase out all activities of
exploration and production of hydrocarbons. The bill also contains various provisions
concerning energy and the environment. This is the first legislative victory in French Ecology
Minister Nicolas Hulot’s “Climate Plan”, which he first presented on 6 July 2017.
The unprecedented step has made France the first country to ban exploration and
production of hydrocarbons, which it will do by 2040. Surfrider Foundation Europe’s
proposed amendments helped draft the law. We consider the law a significant move in the
right direction and a great marine and environmental victory. Over the last 10 years, Surfrider
has fought for governments to stop the search for and production of hydrocarbons. Through
our peaceful protests, lobbying during presidential elections, scientific reports and legal
action, we have at last made real progress on the issue. Our current aim is for Europe to
adopt the same measures.
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LEGAL NEWS
THE CARTHAGE CASE
A Tunisian ferry named the Carthage was caught in the act of illegally
dumping hydrocarbons between France and Sardinia on 15 October 2009. The night-time dumping was spotted by a Spanish aircraft
on anti-pollution patrol. It gave rise to the first trial about pollution
of the seas by night in France, thereby setting a legal precedent. The
Aix-en-Provence Court of Appeals confirmed the original sentence in
2015, but the defendants took the case to the Cour de Cassation, (the
French court of last resort). On 19 April 2017, the appeal was rejected,
and the decision was declared consistent with the law. After eight years
of legal proceedings, this ruling marks a victory and sends out a strong
message to day and night-time ocean polluters.

SDS RAIN TRIAL
The SDS Rain cargo ship sailing under the Italian flag was caught deliberately discharging pollution 18 kilometres from Marseille off the French
coast. After being sentenced to a one million euro fine by Marseille’s
district court, the Aix-en-Provence Court of Appeals later acquitted the
ship-owner and captain. Displeased with the verdict, Surfrider and the
public prosecutor appealed to the Cour de Cassation, which quashed
the judgement of the Appeals court. At the rehearing on 6 April 2017,
the captain and ship-owner were once more sentenced to a fine of one
million euros, but the defence lawyer stated that his clients would appeal.
Surfrider is hoping for an outcome to this seven-year-long trial that will
help advance the protection of our oceans.
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RISKS OF EROSION AND COASTAL FLOODING
The consequences of global warming, especially the rise in sea levels, is likely to aggravate
the hazards of erosion and flooding to which France’s Atlantic coast is particularly prone.
For Surfrider, developing knowledge about such risks is essential if communities are to
live in harmony with the ocean. It has therefore undertaken a campaign, co-funded by the
EU’s European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), to raise awareness about the risks of
flooding and erosion in the Nouvelle-Aquitaine region. The campaign includes role playing
activities, an exhibition, a booklet, and an interactive map.

CINÉ'MA PLAGE (“MY CINEMA, MY BEACH”) IN MARSEILLE
Surfrider’s outdoor beach cinema in Marseille ran on Wednesdays throughout September,
offering free viewing of films about the ocean, pollution, climate change and civil society
initiatives. The audience for the 2017 edition numbered 500, marking a success that will
be renewed at the end of August 2018. Ciné’Ma Plage is an enjoyable and fun way of raising
public awareness about marine environmental issues.

OFFICIAL PARTNER OF AL GORE’S AN INCONVENIENT SEQUEL:
TRUTH TO POWER
Surfrider Foundation Europe is an official partner of Al Gore’s latest film on climate change.
A decade after his first film, An Inconvenient Truth, which sounded the alarm on climate
change in the heart of popular culture, the former US Vice President is back with a message
mixing hope with an urgent call to action. The energy revolution is already under way – it’s
up to us to join in or not.
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III
Wat e r
Quality and
P u b l i c H e a lt h

For years, Surfrider Foundation Europe has been analysing water quality on the Atlantic and the Mediterranean coasts. Bit by bit, our analysis laboratories have
transformed into open, public facilities where anyone
can become a volunteer and test their favourite spots
with the help of Surfrider experts.
Surfrider’s expertise on bathing water quality has been
recognised at the European level, where we are now
seen as a scientific expert, a whistle-blower, and a
general public reference on the issue.
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OSTREOPSIS OVATA
Ostreopsis Ovata is a type of tropical algae which appeared around the Mediterranean in the
1970s and which can impact the health of swimmers and other enthusiasts of water activities.
Exposure to Ostreopsis Ovata can result in flu-like symptoms, breathing difficulties and
skin reactions. Surfrider has therefore taken this into account in our water quality analyses
since 2010. In 2017, Surfrider’s Mediterranean surveillance network covered nine different sites across three regions of the French Mediterranean coast: Occitanie, the French
Riviera, and Corsica. Results from these analyses led to the activation of two effective crisis
response units after it had been noted that algae levels passed health standards. Surfrider
was thus able to quickly inform all communities at risk, Regional Health Agencies, poison
centres, and the local water agency. Measures to share information were quickly set up and
further monitoring continued to be carried out on new water samples. Surfrider’s actions
went beyond simply informing the public in an effective way, as we also made local
officials more aware of the presence and risks of Ostreopsis Ovata.

ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE
Antimicrobial resistance refers to strains of bacteria that are resistant to antibiotics, and
which are appearing and increasingly spreading in the environment. It has been internationally recognised as a major health problem for both humans and animals. Surfrider has
already performed the first phase—the test phase—of a study into how antibiotic-resistant
bacteria spread through the environment, and the test method used has proven effective. Conclusive results were achieved through fifteen tests performed on sediment
samples from three different beaches. The study is currently being extended to seawater
samples, which is an essential step to fully confirm the method. While waiting for these
results, Surfrider is also intending to conduct more tests on beachgoers on an even larger
scale along the coasts in order to take different weather variables into account, such as
seasonal changes, weather patterns, and climate change. Once again, Surfrider wants to
use participatory science to get both citizens and public authorities more aware of and
involved in these issues.
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FROM LOCAL MONITORING LAB TO GLOBAL PARTICIPATORY LAB
Our Mediterranean monitoring laboratory became a participatory lab in
January, 2017, a year after our first participatory lab was set up on the Atlantic
coast. Water activities enthusiasts in the
Mediterranean can now also work together
with Surfrider. The goal of this participatory
lab is to allow those who partake in water
sports as well as other beachgoers who
are curious about the water quality of
their favourite spots to take their own
water samples. Surfrider will then analyse
these samples, share the results and, if
necessary, help the volunteers understand
what the pollution they found is and where
it came from, offering possible solutions
where appropriate.
Eleven such areas were tested monthly over 2017, with a further thirteen areas undergoing one-off tests thanks to the help of eight citizen volunteers known as Waterman
Testers, two associations, and one marine protected area management service.

CHAPTER SPOTLIGHT: PORTO
Volunteers in Porto with the “Keepers of
the Coast” initiative have been regularly
testing water for bacteria with the help of
Surfrider HQ. The results from several of these
tests confirmed significant levels of faecal
coliforms, which is a sign of pollution from
untreated sewage. By collecting concrete
and independent data, the Porto chapter is
hoping to convince local authorities to take
measures to improve water quality in the area.
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EUROPEAN EXPERTS IN BATHING WATER QUALITY
Surfrider’s work and expertise have achieved Europe-wide recognition, and the organisation
has been part of the European Commission Expert Group on the Implementation of
the Bathing Water Directive since 2015. What Surfrider brings to this group is its field
observations as well as the voice of the ocean community. In this way, Surfrider is working
alongside European authorities to implement environmental public policies and to make
the voices of coastal residents and beachgoers heard. In November 2017, following
WHO recommendations and in light of the upcoming revision of the Bathing Water Directive,
we discussed many possible next steps, such as examining new variables, increasing the
minimum number of tests, or performing further epidemiological studies on swimmers and
other enthusiasts of water activities.
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EDUCATION, WATER QUALITY, AND PUBLIC HEALTH:
SURFRIDER’S OCEAN CAMPUS
To raise awareness about the issues surrounding poor water quality and its impact on
health, Surfrider uses both online and in-person tools. The online learning platform “Ocean
Campus” is a true virtual campus experience, where learners can find illustrated courses
and infographics about water quality as well as any other topic in which Surfrider is involved.
The Ocean Campus platform received over 65,000 visitors in 2017.
Surfrider Foundation Europe also has learning centres across France, in Biarritz, Bordeaux, Marseille, and Paris. Here, educators inform a range of different audiences about
environmental issues every day, through games and educational activities at the centres or
by visiting schools directly. Between the Ocean Campus and Surfrider’s various educational
events, more than 60,000 people learned more about the environment in 2017.
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THE SURFRIDER CHAPTER ON THE BELGIAN COAST:
RAISING AWARENESS THROUGH ART
The Belgian Coast chapter took part in an exhibition on surf culture, involving photographs, awareness campaigns and sharing personal experiences of surf culture in Hawaii.
Volunteers were able to speak directly to water activities enthusiasts to make them aware
of conservation efforts at their “playgrounds”.
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Iv
About
t h e A s s o c i at i o n
Through a strong network and the commitment of our
volunteers, Surfrider now has more than 12,000 members,
and our 29 volunteer-run chapters are present in nine
different countries across Europe. Surfrider Foundation
Europe would not have been able to become the organisation that it is today without the motivation, time
and energy of all our volunteers who commit themselves
every day to defending our oceans.
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UPDATED MAP OF OUR CHAPTERS AND OFFICES
Over 200 permanent volunteers across 29 chapters, over 2,000 volunteers in a single
year, 425 operations carried out by our branches in 2017: these numbers reflect the
strength and significance of Surfrider's volunteer network. From litter pickups to campaign
creation and awareness raising, Surfrider's volunteers answer the call. Driven by common
values and a willingness to protect our environment, especially our oceans, these proud
local representatives are to thank for Surfrider's international influence.

Reunion Island

martinique
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CHAPTER DAYS: EXCHANGING, MEETING AND MOBILISING
Our Chapter Days are a great opportunity for volunteers from all over Europe to meet other
volunteers and staff from our different offices. The 2017 edition of Chapters Days took
place at the organization's headquarters in Biarritz. The agenda included a presentation
of Surfrider's policies, as well as an introduction and discussion around our current and
upcoming campaigns and projects. There were also DIY workshops, a team-building activity,
and some free time to encourage and facilitate interactions. These are the high points in the
life of this organization, and they are essential to building connections between members
of the Surfrider network.
An overview of the 2017 edition: 19 chapters represented, 2 days of work, 20 speakers,
and 52 volunteers. A great weekend for ocean protection!
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OUR PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Throughout the year 2017, Surfrider maintained efforts to strengthen its direction and
position along with certain procedures and practises. Our aim is to remain consistent while
also adapting to the constant evolution of our environment.
We are especially happy to have drafted up, with the help of our experts and our board of
directors, a first version of our environmental policies. The next step is to see how these
policies fair in the various situations in the field, as reported by our volunteer chapters.
Once it is passed, we will issue a document defining Surfrider's societal vision, guiding
our programmes and projects.We also restructured our focus to centre on three main
socio-environmental issues: marine debris, water quality and public health, coastal
development and climate change. The new spaces we created for planning and directing
give us an opportunity to try out new shared management and governance styles, thus
continuing to increase the role of our teams in the building and implementation of our action
strategies.
We still face many challenges, particularly a better taking into account of the specificities
of the different areas we are involved in (national and/or local level) and matching them up
with the right volunteers.
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v
S tat e m e n t
of financial
position 2017

For our second consecutive year of consolidation, we
were able to reach most of our financial and economic
goals: a slight surplus, improvement of macro-economic indicators, and the implementation of a mid-term
development plan for our economic model.
While these results are encouraging and reassuring, we
must continue with our efforts, notably to decrease our
need for short-term debt and strengthen our net assets.
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+ BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS

ASSETS

2017

2016

227 452

248 465

USABILITIES &
EQUITY

2017

2016

75 050

75 330

16 622

6 685

29 074

9 938

29 354

58 708

ASSOCIATION
FIXED ASSETS

FUNDS AND
RESERVES
Retained earnings
from equity
Operating results
Others association
funds

RECEIVABLES
From users and
related acconts

1 979 748

1 723 049

DEBTS

2 132 150

1 896 184

1 478 200

1 195 025 Loans & Liabilities

798 355

585 934

145 788

76 404

Suppliers and

Liquid assets

159 640

181 708

Others

341 908

346 316 Deferred income

707 444

648 400

Others

480 564

585 447

2 207 200

1 971 514

TOTAL

2 207 200

related accounts

1 971 514 TOTAL

2 major financial indicators are improving:
•
Our self-financing capacity reached €122k in 2017, up from €81k in 2016,
demonstrating our capacity to pay back loans (€38k)
•
Cash and cash equivalents have improved by €73k.
Nonetheless, net debt worsened (-€189k) due to an increased requirement in operating reserve. Payment delays for public funds are getting longer and longer, while
suppliers' timeframes haven’t changed. Due to our increasing activity, our operating
reserve naturally goes up. It can be noted that the grants acquired but not yet
collected reached €1475k for 2017, compared with €1195k in 2016. The launch of
a development plan for the organization's economic model also aims to tackle this
finance issue. This plan mainly aims to invest in direct marketing, in an attempt to
significantly increase the regular donations made by our generous contributors.
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+ ANALYSIS OF OUR INCOME / PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

USES

2017

2016

PROJECTS

1 809 044

1 697 858

Coordination Programmes

235 389

In Europe

2017

2016

PUBLIC FUNDRASING
INCOME

779 904

723 580

305 727

OTHER PRIVATE
RESSOURCES

669 549

577 967

235 389

304 294

Patronage

669 549

577 967

0

1 433

PUBLIC FUNDING

938 653

878 700

Topical Programmes

719 702

558 030

International

143 868

204 891

Water Quality and Health

124 012

161 572

Ministries

218 150

188 150

Marine Litter

504 761

238 173

Employment

56 365

75 402

Maritime Transport and
Infrastructure

90 929

23 920

Regions

74 500

72 500

Costal Artificialisation

0

35 054

Departements

61 631

82 199

Heritage and Waves

0

0

Municipalities

23 500

49 558
206 000

99 310

Others (semi-public
organisations)

360 639

0

853 953

834 101

Information, mobilisation,
and voluntary local action

336 592

239 078

OTHER REVENUES

135 627

192 469

Education and Awareness

517 360

595 024

Service rendered

51 994

111 211

OFFICE EXPENSES

434 202

446 726

Royalties

0

934

Management, Admin.,
Finance, Head Office

434 202

446 726

Lawsuit compensation
payments

7 319

9 546

PUBLIC FUNDRASING
COSTS

136 367

123 274

Exeptional revenues

779

31 204

EXPENSES FOR SEARCH OF
PRIVATE PARTNERS

115 046

94 919

Investment Income

33 121

1 066

SURPLUS

29 074

9 938

Others

42 414

38 508

2 523 733

2 372 716

Outside Europe

SOURCES

Ocean and Climate

Cross-cutting programmes

BUDGETARY SHORTFALLS

TOTAL

2 523 733

2 372 716

TOTAL
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+ ANALYSIS OF OUR INCOME / PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

ANALYSIS OF SUPPLY
Revenues are up by 6 % (+ €151k), which is consistent with our established budget. This
increase is mainly supported by sponsorships and institutional grants. We managed to
renew and even increase the trust of some of our sponsors, as well as to build considerable,
long-term partnerships with new actors. As a consequence, corporate partnership revenue
is increasing by close to 16%, and public subsidies by 7%.

ANALYSIS OF USES
Operating costs are also increasing, but that is attributable to the general increase of
grants and other contributions, which inevitably generate the implementation of new projects,
requiring additional costs. We find that resource allocation ratios between program services,
fundraising, and general and administrative expenses remain generally consistent with
regard to 2016. However, there is a slight increase of investment in seeking donations
from the general public. It has payed off: this source of funding has gone up by 8%.

72 % OF RESOURCES FROM PUBLIC FUNDRAISING
ARE ALLOCATED TO OUR PROJECTS
Allocations of ressources from
public fundraising 2017

Allocation of ressources 2017

74 %

72 %

Projects

17 %

Office expenses

8%

Office expenses

5%

Public fundraising cost

11 %

Public fundraising cost

5%

Expenses for search of private partners

3%

Expenses for search of private partners

1%

Surplus
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Projects

+ ECONOMIC MODEL

THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR ECONOMIC MODEL IS IN MOTION
As explained in this annual report (editorial and financials report), Surfrider has launched a
development plan for our economic model. We are very proud to see the effectiveness of
this strategy and the first results it has produced. The year 2016 saw the end of a decreasing
trend with regard to contributions from the general public.
In 2017, contributions were even more significant, amounting to an increase of €56k,
ranking this source of funding at 31% of the total. Naturally, we will continue our efforts
throughout the upcoming years in order to maintain this progress and reinforce the organisation's financial position as well as its independence.

2014

27 %

28 %

37 %

735

757

997

7 % 2 680 000 €
191

2015

26 %

38 %

26 %

11 %

711

1030

701

297

2 738 000 €

2016

30 %

24 %

37 %

8%

724

578

879

192

31 %

27 %

780

670

2 373 000 €

2017

37 %

5%

939

136

RESOURCES RAISED FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC (€K)
CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP (€K)
PUBLIC SUBSIDIES (€K)
OTHERS* (€K)￼￼
* mainly income from education and professional trainings
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2 524 000 €

+ ECONOMIC MODEL

Une
stratégie
maintenue
de diversification
VALUING
VOLUNTEER
COMMITMENT
de nos sources de financement
NUMBER OF
PEOPLE

Number of
volunteering
hours in 2017

Value in 2017
(in Euro) *

197

33 805

494 905

37 019

55 529

812 937

10

270

3 953

14

322

4 721

2

265

3 880

37 242

90 191

1 320 396

chapters
Volunteers in chapters
ocean initiatives
Participants
WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS
Watermen testers

WASTE
Sorting and collection
volunteers
HEAD OFFICE

TOTAL

The commitment of volunteers towards concrete and effective action is at the root of the
creation of Surfrider Europe and remains, year after year, the basis of our economic and
development model.
We are thrilled to have received the support of over 37,000 engaged citizens in our
various campaigns, projects and volunteer teams. Their engagement amounts to around
50 full-time workers and €1,300,000.
We may note an increase of participation in Ocean Initiatives, and a decrease of waterman
testers, which can be attributed to an ongoing evolution of the project on analysis of water
quality.
We thank you all. May we continue to fight together all over Europe!
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HELP US KEEP THE OCEAN CLEAN
WWW.SURFRIDER.EU

